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ELECTROpHySIOLOgICAL AND bEHAvIORAL RECORDINgS
For­monkey­A,­13­experiments­were­performed­with­a­Neuralynx­
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signals­ for­ each­ electrode­ was­ generated­ by­ Morlet­ wavelet­
transformation­at­10­different­center­frequencies­(10–150­Hz,­
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activity­ for­ predicting­ each­ motor­ parameter,­ three­ different­





















































ASyNCHRONOUS DECODINg Of 3D HAND pOSITIONS wITH ACCURACy 




























































































































































r = 0.71 ± 0.11 (n = 35 experiments, 2 monkeys)
r = 0.71 ± 0.13 (n = 35 experiments, 2 monkeys)
r = 0.75 ± 0.08 (n = 35 experiments, 2 monkeys)











































DURAbLE AND STAbLE DECODER USAbLE fOR MONTHS wITHOUT ANy 
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r = 0.71 ± 0.10 (n = 9 experiments, 2 monkeys)
r = 0.62 ± 0.18 (n = 9 experiments, 2 monkeys)
r = 0.78 ± 0.07 (n = 9 experiments, 2 monkeys)
r = 0.74 ± 0.21 (n = 9 experiments, 2 monkeys)
r = 0.76 ± 0.14 (n = 9 experiments, 2 monkeys)
r = 0.62 ± 0.23 (n = 9 experiments, 2 monkeys)
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­ spatio-spectro-temporal­ integrations­ of­ activity­ across­ multiple­
cortical­areas­and­could­be­used­for­several­months­without­any­
drift­in­accuracy­or­recalibration.
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